
definitions of debris flow and turbulent flow (Hampton,
1972; Middleton and Hampton, 1973; Enos, 1977).

It appears now that sediments such as these may in-
dicate the existence of those transitional mechanisms of
sediment mass transport for which little field evidence
has been obtained. Further study to determine the hy-
drodynamic nature of such transitional deposits will en-
able a clearer application of mass movement models in
both the modern and ancient environments. It is also
important to learn to recognize mass flow deposits as
such. Otherwise paleo-oceanographic and paleoglacial
reconstructions from continental margin deposits, where
the most dramatic changes have occurred, cannot be
made with confidence.
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Circulation of Weddell Gyre and
Antarctic Circumpolar Current in

South Atlantic
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Hydrographic data from ARA Islas Orcadas cruises are
being used, in conjunction with the historical data set,
to study water mass spreading and mixing in the South
Atlantic Ocean. Specific issues being studied include the
attentuation. of the water masses of the Pacific and the

North Atlantic in the South Atlantic, the source of Wed-
dell Gyre deep water, and the spatial pattern and water
mass alteration in the Weddell Sea.

It has been found that the wind-driven Sverdrup
transport in the Weddell Gyre region is quite different
from the baroclinic flow of the upper kilometers (figure
1, derived from Gordon, Molinelli, and Baker [1978]
and Gordon and Martinson [in preparation]). The sur-
face flow, relative to 1,000 db, may not reflect the large-
scale wind-driven flow, but rather the circulation in-
duced by pycnocline warping from thermohaline pro-
cesses. If so, there is an important difference between
the subpolar Weddell Gyre and subtropical gyres, where
dynamic topography matches the baroclinic flow of the
upper kilometer quite well (Stommel, Niiler, and Anati,
1978; Leetmaa and Bunker, 1978).

It is known that Pacific waters enter the Atlantic
Ocean by passing over the ridge system forming the

Figure 1. Streamlines of Sverdrup transport in Weddell Gyre (from Gordon and Martinson, 1979). Streamlines are given in 106
cubic meters per second. Light dashed line = 0-1,000 db dynamic topography; heavy dashed line = 1,000-2,500 db dynamic

topography (from Gordon, Molinelli and Baker, 1978); shaded area = site of the 1976 Weddell poiynya.
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Figure 2. The shallowest route from South America to the
Antarctic Peninsula. Pacific Ocean water has to cross this

ridge on entering the open Atlantic Ocean.

Atlantic boundaries of the Scotia Sea, principally over
the North Scotia Ridge in the region between Burdwood
Bank and South Georgia Island. Evidence of geos-
trophic determination in the deep gap near longitude
48°-49°W suggests high velocities for this process. It ap-
pears that Pacific waters mix by a nearly isopycnal pro-
cess with the relatively warm, saline North Atlantic deep
water to the north and the relatively cold, fresher Wed-
dell Gyre waters to the south. Fine structure and large-
scale gradients indicate that the mixing is quite vigorous
at most levels, although waters of Pacific origin clearly
dominate some levels of the water column and survive
to enter the Weddell Gyre. The main Pacific input into
the Weddell Gyre, however, may exit the Scotia Sea to
the east of South Georgia Island.
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northern Weddell and Scotia seas
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Between 2 September and 14 October 1978, ARA Islas
Orcadas collected scientific data over 4,725 miles of track.

The scientific program of Islas Orcadas cruise 1778,
which consisted of nine projects carried out by investi-
gators from five institutions, stressed two objectives:
first, the investigation of the physical and chemical fac-
tors affecting primary productivity in the late winter and
early spring in the vicinity of the ice edge, and second,
the collection of krill for distribution, abundance, and
biochemical studies.

The majority of the track from the southern portion
of the Drake Passage to the South Sandwich Islands was
made through ice. Ice conditions ranged in ice coverage
from two- to eight-eighths and in ice quality from pan-
cake ice to two meters or more of rotten sea ice. The
vessel could maintain a 2.5-knot average speed through
a six-eighths coverage of sea ice from one to two meters
in thickness. Weather was excellent during most of the
cruise, although gale force headwinds slowed the ship
considerably between the South Sandwich Islands and
South Georgia.

The nine basic sets of measurements made at a typical
station were as follows:

1. An in situ fluorometer/salinity-temperature-depth
(STD) cast for chlorophyll-a fluorescence and tempera-
ture/salinity profiles in the upper 300 meters, using a
rosette sampler to obtain discrete water samples for
comparison with the instruments (responsibility of
Scripps Institution of Oceanography [SIO] team).

2. A deep STD cast in order to be able to obtain phys-
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